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Banana NGOs
write to retailers
NGOs and Latin American trade unions
are imploring retailers across Europe to
resist the trend of ever-decreasing
banana prices
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their public reporting,” the authors stated.

“The industry can show that it has

“The example of banana prices shows that
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“In recent weeks we have received reports
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that the international retail chain Aldi is
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aiming to reduce the purchase price of
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letter read. “This news has been preceded
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In the letter, the authors expressed “deep

between low purchase prices and human

country. ASTAC told Oxfam: "Instead of

concerns” about the consequences of

and workers’ rights

further intensifying the exploitation of
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labour, supermarkets and especially Aldi

should implement a purchasing policy
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benefits the retailers themselves, as they
hide behind the image of the label. They

Colsiba stated: "The retailers have not yet
understood that their low prices continue

are not telling the truth to their
customers.”

to cause poverty.
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